Join Rivulus Dominarum Bioarchaeology in Transylvania!

Announcing a one-of-a-kind opportunity to learn bioarchaeology by preparing & analyzing a medieval Transylvanian skeletal collection.

9 July to 6 August, 2022
Baia Mare, Romania

Learn Bioarchaeological Theory & Methods Rarely Taught in Other Field Schools and Present Your Research in an International Conference

- Violence Theory
- Black Feminist Archaeology
- Queer Theory
- Decolonizing Bioarchaeology
- Bioarchaeological Storytelling

- Osteological Cleaning & Prep
- Fragment ID & Siding
- Skeletal Recording
- Age-at-Death & Sex Estimation
- Paleopathology & Trauma

Learn more, create your account, and apply: https://RivulusDominarum.com